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Indiana this year. There has
been concern over the "taste
and aroma" issue in seafood.
Some consumers say they are
uncomfortable buying
seafood from a tank, saying
the smell is bad. Others feel
the smell is a sign of
freshness. Farm-raised
salmon caught in the ocean is
usually fed a diet of fishmeal
and fish oil because they
cannot be raised on land, but
this is now banned by the
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FDA. With the ban, salmon
consumers in most states have
access to only farmed
Atlantic salmon, which comes
from salmon farms in Canada
and is fed a more complete
diet. Have you ever wondered
why all of the Rocky
Mountain apples are the same
size? Or why supermarket
apples look different but the
apples at your local fruit stand
are usually small and more or
less the same size? This is
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because of a horrible genetic
phenomenon called
"compression" and
"bunching." When a bunch of
apples are being transported,
they put more pressure on the
apples and can cause the
leaves and stems to bend and
buckle. They also compress
each other. This can cause the
stem on some apples to stick
out or the leaves to be
bunched up. So when you are
buying apples, make sure you
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buy the ones without any
deformations. People are
getting more restful sleep
every night. According to a
new study, almost one in four
people get six to eight hours
of shut eye on work nights.
That's higher than ever
before. Sleep also gets better
in colder weather. That's
because body temperature
drops. Volunteers at the
University of Pittsburgh took
body temperature readings of
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two thousand U.S. workers in
Atlanta, Boston, and Chicago
and tested for correlation with
workers’ sleep length. They
found it was temperature and
not length of sleep that
affected those numbers.
Scientists say if that trend
continues, experts in
early-21st century medicine
will probably have to revise
their views on the optimal
length of sleep time.
Researchers are unsure of
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why people sleep longer at
night, but they think that
more
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